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A   SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

The present application claims priority from Japanese 

Patent application JP 2003-086158jfiled on March 26, 2003, the 

content of which is hereby incorporated by reference into this 

application• 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a semiconductor device, 

and j^Mrpnrtioular, to a tKnTuuu 1 uyy ^effective for application 

to a module^such as a power amp module, and so forth, in order 

to enhancejreliability thereof. 

As a structure for achieving^reduction in the size of 

a semiconductor device, there j^htam bweii known ^ SCP (Stacked 

Chips Package) structure in which semiconductor chips are 

disposed so as to be stacked one over the other. With the SCP. 

an upper layer chipJ^smaller than a lower layer chip is stacked 

over the lower layer chip^so that the chips are configured in 

two stages, thus achieving tta^reduction in size (refer to, for 

example. Patent Document 1). 

[Patent Document 1] 



Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. Hei 7(1995) 

(page 2,   Fig. 2) 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A multitude of electronic components are assembled in 

communication terminal equipment^siich as a cellular phone, -seadt 

Sff Ti \\ tli[ and there have been rapid advances in Lhu LjiurnJ toward 

tife;^reduction in/size and|higher performance with respect to 

a high frequency amplifier (power amp module)assembled in a 

receiving system of the cellular phone<among fete communicationK 

terminal equipment. As one^ of ^communication^ systems, j^GSM 

(Global System for Mobile communications)   is well known. 

At present, the power amp module for use inJ^GSM is 10 

mm long and 8 mm wide injouter dimensions, however, it is presumed 

that one^6 mm long and 5 mm wide will be^i-n the mainotrGam of 

the power amp module of the next generation. 

Further,  in the field of CDMA  (Code Division Multiple 

Access) as well, it is presumed that the present power amp modulej^ 

6 mm long and 6 mm wide inJ[outer dimensions will Y-^^ rr-fucatuij 

6wr sequential changes in outer dimensions to 5 mm long and 5 

mm wide,   and then,   to 4 mm long and 4 mm wide. 

In the case of such an ultra-small power amp module, |^only 



v^tikthj^two-dimensional surface mounting of components on a module 

board of a printed wiring board (PWB) iSionf iguiaLiun, it becomes 

impossible to mount semiconductor ^^-^ ^jprt 11 1 nd uith active 

elements^such as transistors and so forth, and chip components 

comprising passive elements^such as resistors (chip resistors) , 

capacitors (chip capacitors) and so forth, so that 

three-dimensional mounting is required. 

Accordingly,    from   the   viewpoint   of   achievingt:h£ 

reduction in the size of the power amp module, the invGntori 

-GT^ r\ I-1^have conducted intensive studies on a structure in which 

semiconductor chips are stacked one over the other,  and^as a 

result,   the following probleirg poiiPto have been elicited. 

In    the    case    of    adopting    a    structure    in which 

semiconductor chips are stacked one over the other frn l-hL^jjui. 

amp module, there arises |ij|problem that interference due to high 

frequencies occurs between wires bonded to an upper chip and 

a lower chip,   respectively,  thereby renderingjj aanp operation 

unstable. 

For example,   when the power amp module has amplifier 

circuits for two types of high frequencies, each amplifying an 

input signal in three stages,  and the amplifier circuits for^ 

second and third (final)  stages,  respectively, are installed 



in a  lower chip^easy to reinforce GND^while  the amplifier 

circuits for the initial stage are installed in an upper chipfTj 

A 
because the amplifier circuits for the two types of Jbte 

frequencies are disposed on the same side of the upper and lower 

semiconductor chips, respectively, t±te interference due to the 

high frequencies occurs between the wires bonded to the upper 

chip, and the lower chip, respectively, at ag| time of an amp 

operation, thereby causing the amp operation to become 

unstable. 

-Accordingly, there arises a problem of deterioration inA 

reliability of the power amp module. 

It is therefore an object of the j^invention to provide 

a   semiconductor   device j^^-^r"^"*"^ ^nhnnrlng reliability 

thereo:^. 

Another   object   of   the   invention   is   to   provide a 

semiconductor devicejj^cQpablcr- Qnf Qchieo'ing reduction in siz^. 

The above and other objects and novel features of theJ^kilis^l 

invention will become apparent from the following description 

of the piuouiit  opooificatioH,   taken  in connection with the 

accompanying drawings. 

An outline of a representative one among^embodiments of 

thejyinvention,^disclosed la5?jthe present application, is^brief ly 



described as follows. 

That   is,    a   semiconductor   device^ according   to the^ 

inventioHjComprises a printed wiring board^having a top surface^ 

and a backside surface^n^on the side of the printed wiring board| 

opposite from the top surfaceji* a  second semiconductor chip 

mounted over the top surface of the module board, having first 

circuits operated        a first  frequency and second circuits 

operated tayjj a second frequency^j a  first  semiconductor chip^ 

disposed so as to overlie o^^er the second semiconductor chip^o^ 

having -fetffi^first circuit and t±oe/second circuitjf^and a plurality 

of     conductive     wires     electrically     bonding     the first 

semiconductor chip to the printed wiring board/j 

^ wherein the first circuit of the first semiconductor chip 

is disposed opposite to the second circuits of the second 

semiconductor chip^ while the second circuit of the first 

semiconductor chip is disposed opposite to the first circuits 

of the second semiconductor chip. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. 1 is a sectional view showing the construction of 

a power amp module ass ^ an example * of Embodiment 1 of a 

semiconductor device according to the^invention; 



Fig. 2 is a backside plan view showing the construction 

of the power amp module shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a plan ii nprn i t i 'in view showing an example of 

the disposition of various mounted components provided on the 

top surface side of a printed wiring board of the power amp module 

in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a circuit block diagram showing an example of 

the configuration of high frequency amplifiers installed in the 

power amp module shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 5 is a plan view showing an example of a layout of 

amplifier circuits in a lower chip (second semiconductor chip) 

of the power amp module in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 6 is a plan view showing an example of a layout of 

amplifier circuits in an upper chip (first semiconductor chip) 

of the power amp module in Fig, 1; 

Fig. 7 is a plan view showing an example of a layout of 

amplifier  circuits   in  a   lower  chip  of  a  power  amp module 

according to a variation of Embodiment 1 of the inventions- 

Fig. 8 is a plan view showing an example of a layout of 

amplifier circuits in an upper chip of the power amp module 

according to the variation of Embodiment 1 of the inventions- 

Fig. 9 is a plan view showing an example of a layout of 
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amplifier circuits in a lower chip of Embodiment 2 of a power 

amp module according to the inventions- 

Fig.  10 is a plan view showing an example of a layout 

of amplifier circuits in an upper chip of Embodiment 2 of the 

power amp module according to the invention; 

Fig.  11 is a plan view showing an example of a wiring 

state in upper and lower chips, respectively, of Embodiment 3 

of a power amp module according to the invention; and 

Fig. 12 is a sectional view showing the construction of 

a   power   amp   module   as   an   example   of   Embodiment   4   of a 

semiconductor device according to the invention, 

DETAILED j^DESCRP'M^aN OF THE  PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Embodiments of the invention will be described in detail 

hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

The embodiments Iste^^&il 1  ij 11|[ be described by dividing 

them into a plurality of sections or by^the embodiment^as 

necessary for convenience's sake, however, it is to be 

understood that fefaaae jjare not unrelated to each other unless 

explicitly specified otherwise, and onejjrepresentjr a variation, 

detail,  and elaboration of part or all of the other. 

Further, with reference to the following embodiments. 
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2^ 
when reference is made to lTh^^nMmb^r| nnri ffo fnrth/ of elements 

(including   ^tee/ number   of  tda;©  elements,   numerical values. 

quantities, scopes, etc.), it is to be understood that the 

invention is not limited to^any opooiMc numbers^but may be more 

or   less   than   the numbers^ unless,    for example, 

explicitly ^^spscif iod otherwise^ or ^ obviously limited to the 

specific numbers on the basis of the principle behind the 

invention. 

Still further, with reference to the following 

embodiments, it goes without saying that the elements 

(including element steps) are not necessarily essential unless, 

for example, explicitly specified otherwise or obviously d*eemed 

essential on the basis of the principle behind the invention. 

Similarly, with reference to the following embodiments, 

when reference is made to/jshapes of the elements, and JO foxLtJaur 

tjwad I relative position, and so forth, thereof, it is to be 

understood that shapes, and so forth, for example,j|effectively 

approximate or similar to the^^shapes, and so forth^are included 

unless, for example, explicitly specified otherwise or 

obviously deemed otherwise on the basis of the principle behind 

the invention. The same applies to the numerical values, scopes, 

and so forth. 
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In all fiinrr-jjri i ilii i i iliimj I In  fnl 1 niin ng nmbprijment7, 

constituent members having the same fnnrtinnj irn      rf 1 "r 1 ]r| are 

denoted by like reference numerals, thoroby omitting^repeated 

description|^. 

^         ^Ity-'^^^^j'^^^^ 'Y1 rw 7h-Tiiiiij Mtr rnn-frm I lull Ml 

a power amp module as an example of Embodiment l/of a 

semiconductor device according to the invention, E^. 2 is a 

backside plan view showing the construction of/the power amp 

module in Fig. 1, Fig. 3 is a plan dispositl^ view showing an 

example of the disposition of various mounted components 

provided on the top surface side of printed wiring board of 

the power amp module in Fig. 1, Flg\ 4 is a circuit block diagram 

showing an example of the j^nfiguration of high frequency 

amplifiers installed in feTie power amp module in Fig, -1, Fig. 

5 is a plan view show^Tig an example of a layout of amplifier 

circuits in a lovio^ chip (second semiconductor chip), of the 

power amp moduLe in Fig. 1, Fig. 6 is a plan view showing an 

example of a layout of amplifier circuits in an upper chip (first 

semicondj^fctor chip) of the power amp module in Fig. 1, Fig. 7 

is a yplan view showing an example of a layout of amplifier 

'■■   ■ "*  ^ ^" "inn|.. ..r -I |[iMi.i^,    iiiii^   III   iiii     I ii.-rnrding to g 



vajFiation of EmbodimGnt 1 ul Lll^'.ni^/j^iiLiuii^ aud-Fig. 0 io a-yt-cm 

an^^p^=H^^—^'H^-p——3rQirfcr' ofa-iap- (&.kQW-n in' -Fig^^ -7 

The semiconductor device according to Embodiment 1 of 

the invention, jjshown in Figs. 1 and 2, is-^a high frequency module 

produet designatedj^^ power amp module 1,  and is^zx^j a stacked 

chips package structure in which tii^second semiconductor chip 

is mounted eaeer/ya top surface 4b, that is,  the upper surfaces 

of a module board   (printed wiring board)   4,   and fe±*e^ first 

semiconductor chip is mounted over the second semiconductor 

chip so as to be stacked over the latter, thereby being adapted 

for installation primarily in^& small-sized portable electronic 

equipment^such as a cellular phone,  and so forth. 

The power amp module 1 shown in Fig. 1 is a high frequency 

amplifier of, for example, a cellular phone, for amplifying high 

frequencies   (for example,   about  900 MHz and 1800 MHz)   in a 

plurality of stages. 

The   power   amp   module   1   according   to   Embodiment 1 

coo xtM^ 
comprises a module board 4|^squarej^in 3m-external view, a sealing 

Si 
part 6 formed so as to overlie arj(top surface 4b of the module 

board 4, and a plurality of external terminals 4f^as well as 

an external terminal 4g for GND, provided on a backside surface 

10 



4c of the module board 4. 

In assembling the power amp module 1, electronic 

components^including semiconductor chipsj are mounted^over a 

multiple-module board^comprising a plurality of module boards 

4 in ^ resin sealing layer is subsequently formed to a 

predetermined height on the upper surface of the 

multiple-module board in such a way as to cover the electronic 

components and so forth, and^thereafter, the multiple-module 

board^including the resin sealing layer overlying the former^ 

is cut and divided in both longitudinal and transverse 

directions, thereby forming a plurality ofjpower amp modules• 

.-S: Qt Q timfc-,—Lhnt^a construction is formed such that/side 

faces of the respective module boards 4 are flush with those 

of the respective sealing parts 6, andjiedges of the respective 

sealing parts 6 are not positioned outside -f l-hnrTr J^gf the 

respective module boards 4. 

Further, the module board 4 comprises Isto^printed wiring 

boardp€ a structure like, for example, a laminate of a plurality 

of dielectric layers   (insulating films) ,   iiniriiTrgyk conductor 

layerj^in a predetermined wiring pattern, on the top surface 4b, 

and  the  backside   surface   4c,   and   in   inner  parts thereof, 

respectively, while the respective conductor layers of the top 



surface 4b^ and the backside surface 4c are bonded with each 

Other through the intermediary of vias 4h that -^aejiconductors 

extending in the direction of^thickness of the module board| 

and oo f ortrh.    With Embodiment 1, tfee^dielectric layers comprit&^iL^ 

f i TTp  1 nyr rs although the invention is not limited thereto- 

3^5-ilstailed configuration of the power amp module 1 

according to Embodiment 1 of the invention -tssss-n described 

hereinafter. The power amp module 1 comprises the module board 

4^that i'U Lhkj^printed wiring board| having the top surface 4b| 

and the backside surface 4c^on the cidc of the module b»:^aji'd'4y 

opposite -fee^flpy^the top surface 4b|-%4wy(lower chip 7 that^iasssfete 

second semiconductor chip mounted over the top surface 4b of 

the module board 4, having a first circuit operatedii^ a first 

frequency and a second circuit operated ^J^jia second frequency^' 

"Ha^i^upper chip 2 that i^ Lhi.j(first semiconductor chip disposed 

so as to overlie over the lower chip 7, having fejase/first circuit 

si J9A 

operated t^ithe first frequency and ^aisecond circuit operated 

bdjgi the second frequency^j a plurality of conductive wires 5 

electrically bonding the upper chip 2 to the module board 4, 

and electrically bonding   the lower chip 7 to the module board 

4,   respectivelylj a plurality of chip components 3^ which =rr^^ 

passive elements mounted around the lower chip 7 and the upper 

12 



chip 2If on the module board 4, as shown in Fig. and the sealing 

part 6j^formed on the top surface 4b side of the module board 

4| so as to cover the lower chip 1, the upper chip 2, the plurality 

of wires 5| and the plurality of chip components 3, 

Further, with the power amp module 1, the first circuit 

of the upper chip 2 is disposed opposite to the second circuitK 

of the lower chip 7^while the second circuit of the upper chip 

2 is disposed opposite to the first circuit|l of the lower chip 

7. 

In this., connection, as shown Fig. 1, the lower chip 7 

that ±S|the second semiconductor chip is mounted, in a face-up 

condition, in a recessed part 4a, whichiiss a cavity formed in 

the module board 4, and/is electrically bonded to the module 

board 4 through the intermediary of a solder connection 11. 

More specifically, the lower chip 7 is mounted, in the 

face-up condition, in the recessed part 4a depressed from^the 

top surface 4b of the module board 4, and ^^backside surface 

7b of the lower chip 7, on the side thereof^ opposite from a 

top surface 7a thereof, is bonded to the module board 4 with 

solder. Accordingly, the top surface 7a of the lower chip 7 

is oriented upward, andjas shown in Fig. 3, respective pads 7p 

(refer to Fig. 5) of the top surface 7a are electrically bonded 

13 



1 

to terminals 4e and terminals 4d for GND| of the module board 

A,  by tirejLwire S^such as a gold wire, respectively. 

Further, the upper chip 2 is mounted over the top surface 

7a of the lower chip 7 through the intermediary of a spacer 10, 

in a state as-stacked on the spacer 10, in which case the upper 

chip 2 is mounted in a face-up condition^with a top surface 2a 

thereof oriented upward as with the case of the lower chip 7. 

ik 
Accordingly, tt^backside surface 2b of the upper chip 2, on the 

side thereof If opposite from the top surface 2a^is opposed to 

the top surface 7a of the lower chip 1. 

The spacer 10 is formed of, for example, silicon, and 

so forth, butj^may be formed of an insulating material other than 

silicon. Further, by disposing the spacer 10 between the lower 

chip 7 and the upper chip 2, a desired spacing can be provided 

between the lower chip 7 and the upper chip 2, so that it is 

possible to prevent the wire 5j|bonded to the lower chip 7 from 

coming in contact with the upper chip 2 and the wire 5 bonded 

to the upper chip 2. 

Further, since the upper chip 2^as well^ has the top 

surface 2a thereof ^ oriented upward, respective pads 2k (refer 

to Fig. 6) of the top surface 2a are electrically bonded to the 

terminals 4e and the terminals 4d for GND| of the module board 

14 



4,  by fetej^wire 5^ such as a gold wire, respectively. 

Now, the circuit block diagram of the high frequency 

amplifiers installed in the power amp module 1 according to 

Embodiment 1,^^ shown in Fig.   4,        described hereinafter. 

Inj[amplifier circuits of the high frequency amplifiers, 

respective input signals in two different frequency bands are 

amplified, respectively|^_Amplification is madeiin three stages 
A 

in the respective amplifier circuits, and the amplifier 

circuits in the respective stages are controlled by a control 

IC (Integrated Circuit) 2f^th^t fisj^a bias circuit installed in 

the upper chip 2. With the power amp module 1 according to 

Embodiment 1 of the invention, the amplifier circuits in the 

initial stage are installed in the upper chip 2, and the 

amplifier circuits in a second stage and the final (a third) 

stage,  respectively,  are installed in the lower chip 7. 

Now.the two different frequency bands of the power amp 

module 1 a»ej{described. One of the frequency bands is for/GSM 

(Global System for iyiobile communication) standard utilizing the 

first frequency, using a frequency band in a range of 880 to 

915 MHz. The other is for the DCS (Digital Communication system 

1800) standard utilizing the second frequency, using a 

frequency band in a range of 1710 to 1785 MHz.    The power amp 



module 1 is a module adapted fewjiboth Iste standards. 

Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 4,j|high frequency amplifier 

circuits are divided into circuit blocks 2e, 7e, and 7h^ j^as 

surrounded by dotted lines, respectively!* andvwith the power 

amp module 1, the upper chip 2 is|adQptQ"€t for accommodating the 

circuit block 2e^ while the lower chip 7 is |ewtapcCS5l for 

accommodating the circuit blocks 7e| and 7h. 

That is, with the power amp module 1 according to 

Embodiment 1, the amplifier circuits in the initial stage and 

the control IC gf, having relatively small power consumption^^ 

as the circuit block 2e, are installed in the upper chip 2, and 

the respective amplifier circuits in the second stage and the 

final (the third) stage, having large power consumption||t/j^as the 

circuit blocks 7e and 7h, respectively, are installed in the 

lower chip 7. 

Further, the lower chip 7 is mounted in the recessed part 

4a of the module board 4, in the face-up condition, so as to 

be electrically bonded to the module board 4 through the 

intermediary of the solder connection 11 underneath the 

backside surface 7b/ andis further bonded to the external 

terminal 4g for GND on the backside surface 4c of the module 

board 4 through a plurality of vias 4h in the module board 4j^ 
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bonded to the solder connection 11. 

Accordingly, even though the respective amplifier 

circuits in the second stage and the final (the third) stage, 

havingj[large power consumption, are installed in the lower chip 

7, Instability ofjt GNDj^thereof can be achieved. 

Further, in such a way as to correspond to the circuit 

blocks 2e, 7e, and 7h, respectively, an amp 2c (the first 

circuit) in the initial stage, on the GSM side, and an amp 2d 

(the second circuit) in the initial stage, on the DCS side, are 

installed in the upper chip 2jwhile an amp 7c (the first circuit) 

in the second stage, on the GSM side, and an amp 7d (the first 

circuit) in the final stage (third stage) , on the GSM side, and 

an amp 7f (the second circuit) in the second stage, on the DCS 

side, and an amp 7g (the second circuit) in the final stage (third 

stage),  on the DCS side,  are installed in the lower chip 7. 

Furthermore, the control IC 2f j^installed in the upper 

chip 2^ controls/^respective power|pjtof the amp 2c in the initial 

stage, on the GSM side, the amp 7c in the second stage, on the 

GSM side, and the amp 7d in the final stage, on the GSM side, 

upon receiving a control signal Vcontrol, controlling(H 

respective powerji^of the amplifiers on the DCS side as well at 

the   same  time.     With  the  power  amp module   1   according to 

17 



Embodiment 1, use is made of a MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

Field Effect Transistor) as an amp elementtf«, and ^in this case, 

the upper chip 2 controlsj(bias applied to respective gates ofj 

MOSFETs, thereby controlling the respective powers ofjjoutputs 

thereof,   that is.   Pout   (GSM)/ and Pout (DCS). 

In connection withjdisposition of the amplifier circuits 

in the upper chip 2 and the lower chip 7, respectively, for the 

power amp module 1 according to Embodiment 1, the first circuit 

in the upper chip 2 is disposed opposite to the second circuits 

in the lower chip 7, and the second circuit in the upper chip 

2 is disposed opposite to the first circuits in the lower chip 

7, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, in order to prevent interference 

by high frequencies between the wires bonded to the upper chip 

2 and the lower chip 7, respectively. 

More specifically, the amp 2c in the initial stage, on 

the GSM side, that is, the first circuit of the upper chip 2, 

is disposed in such a way as to oppose the amp 7f in the second 

stage, on the DCS side/j and jthe amp 7g in the final stage on 

the DCS side, each being febej^second circuit of the lower chip 

7, and^further, the amp 2d in the initial stage, on the DCS side, 

that is, the second circuit of the upper chip 2, is disposed 

in such a way as to oppose the amp 7c in the second stage, on 
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the GSM side^ and the amp 7d in the final stage, on the GSM side, 

each being tte; first circuit of the lower chip 7. 

That is to say, the respective amplifier circuits of the 

upper chip 2 and the lower chip 7, having the same frequency, 

are disposed on respective sides of a substantially central part 

of the upper chip 2 and the lower chip 7, opposite from each 

other, instead of on the same side of the substantially central 

part, thereby adopting a circuitry layout passscsttwg the 

amplifier circuits having the same frequency from being 

disposed in such a way as to overlap each other between the upper 

and lower chips. 

As a result, because a wire group bonded to the first 

circuits of the upper chips 2| and a wire group bonded the first 

circuits of the lower chips 7| are not disposed in such a way 

as to overlap each other vertically^while a wire group bonded 

to the second circuits of the upper chips 2^ and a wire group 

bonded the second circuits of the lower chips 7^ are not disposed 

in such a way as to overlap each other vertically, the 

interference by high frequencies|^iaii h^rTidi.bo occur between the 

wires bonded to the upper and lower chips, respectively, at a 

time when^respective amps   (circuits)   are in operation. 

More specifically, when an amp is in operation, there 
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is a case where high frequency oscillation occurs from the wire 

5 bonded to the amp, however, amps having different frequencies 

do not simultaneously operate, but operate at different timings, 

respectively, so that it is possible to^oaudG the interference 

by high frequencies easily T5^^Sj|between the wires bonded 

to the upper and lower chips,  respectively,  by adopting fcfae^ 

circuitry layout pi^-^^^^TTrlr-rnm the amplifier circuits having the 

same frequency fjson^bcincf^disposed in such a way as to overlap 

each   other   between   the   upper   and   lower   chips, thereby 

implementingj^stability in operation of the respective amps of 

the power amp module !• 
Mint 

Accordingly,reliability of the power amp module 1 can 

be enhanced, 

"^In addition, with the power amp module 1, by implementing 

the SCP structurejwhile achieving stability in operation of the 

respective amps of the upper and lower chips,   respectively,^ 

A 

reduction in the size of the power amp module 1 can be achieved. 

Further, as shown in Fig. 6, the control IC 2f is disposed 

substantially at the central part of the upper chips 2. 

Furthermore, the plurality of chip components 3jwhich 

are passive elements mounted around the respective 

semiconductor chips over the top surface 4b of the module board 
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4 aase/chip resistors, chip capacitors, and so forth, and 

respective connection terminals 3a at both ends of the 

respective chip components 3 are bonded to the terminals 4e of 

the module board 4 with solder and so forth. 

Now, a power amp module according to a variation of 

Embodiment 1 of the invention xsydescribed with reference to 

Figs. 7 and 8. Figs. 7 and 8 show a layout of amplifier circuits 

in an upper chip 2 and a lower chip 7, respectively, in the case 

of the power amp module 1 bein^^^r *^Quad) bands. 

More specifically, the upper chip 2 and the lower chip 

7 each have a first circuit operated vtrtrhi a first frequency, 

a second circuit operated w^^S^a second frequency, a third 

circuit operated «i±b; a third frequency, and a fourth circuit 

operated vwSR^a fourth frequency. -Rj^layout of the respective 

circuits is set such that the first circuit of the upper chip 

2 and the second circuit of the lower chip 7 are disposed so 

as to oppose each other^^ the second circuit of the upper chip 

2 and the first circuit of the lower chip 7 are disposed so as 

to oppose each other|^the third circuit of the upper chip 2 and 

the fourth circuit of the lower chip 7 are disposed so as to 

oppose each other^^and the fourth circuit of the upper chip 2 

and the third circuit of the lower chip 7 are disposed so as 
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to oppose each other. 

The power amp module according to ttoejvariation adopts, 

for example, the GSM standard using a frequency in a range of 

880 to 915 MHz as the first frequencyp^pi?i.ngtlii11jj the first circui^, 

the DCS standard using a frequency in a range of 1710 to 1785 

MHz as the second frequency^oporating the second circuiJ|,^PCS 

(Personal Communications Service) standard using a frequency 

in a frequency band of 1.9 GHz as the third frequencyj^operating 

the third circuity, andjCDMA standard using a frequency in the 

frequency band of 1.9 GHz as the fourth frequencyjyoporatririg the 

fourth circui^. 

In this case, as shown in Fig. 8, a control IC 2f is 

disposed substantially at the central part of the upper chip 

2jf ^an amp 2c (the first circuit) in the initial stage, on the 

GSM side, is disposed on one side of the control IC 2f, along 

one chip diagonal line of the upper chip 2, while an amp 2d (the 

second circuit) in the initial stage, on the DCS side, is 

disposed on the diagonally opposite side of the amp 2c^^* and^ 

similarly, an amp 2g (the third circuit) in the initial stage, 

on the PCS side, is disposed on one side of the control IC 2f, 

along the other chip diagonal line of the upper chip 2, while 

an amp 2h (the fourth circuit) in the initial stage, on the CDMA 
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side, is disposed on the diagonally opposite side of the amp 

2g. 

Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 7, in the lower chip 7, an 

amp 7c in a second stage, on the GSM side, and an amp 7d in the 

final stage on the GSM side,^as the first circuits, and an amp 

7f in the second stage, on the DCS side, and an amp 7g in the 

final stage, on the DCS side, ^as the second circuits, are 

disposed at positions opposite from those corresponding thereto 

in the case of the upper chip 2, as shown in Fig. 8, along one 

chip diagonal line of the lower chip 7||jwhile^an amp 7i in a 

second stage, on the PCS side, and an amp 7j in the final stage, 

on the PCS side,^as the third circuits, and an amp 7k in a second 

stage, on the CDMA side, and an amp 71 in the final stage, on 

the CDMA side,|(as the fourth circuits, are disposed at positions 

opposite from those corresponding thereto in the case of the 

upper chip 2, along the other chip diagonal line of the lower 

chip 7. 

With this constitution, even with the power amp module 

1 for iybands, the respective amplifier circuits of the upper 

chip 2 and the lower chip 7, having the same frequency, are 

disposed on respective sides of & substantiallyj central part 

of the upper chip 2 and the lower chip 7, diagonally opposite 
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from each other^ j^adopting a circuitry 1 nynt^rrrT^ntiing the 

amplifier circuits having the same frequency from being 

disposed in such a way as to overlap each other between the upper 

and lower chips. 

Accordingly, with Embodiment 2 as well, a wire group 

bonded to the first circuits of the upper chips 2^ and a wire 

group bonded |the first circuits of the lower chips 7 are not 

disposed in such a way as to overlap each other vertically, and 

the same applies to a wire group bonded to the second circuits 

of the upper chips 2, and a wire group bonded the second circuits 

of the lower chips 7, a wire group bonded to the third circuits 

of the upper chips 2, and a wire group bonded the third circuits 

of the lower chips 7|iii miftiffl »flirther, i a wire group bonded to the 
IT * 

fourth circuits of the upper chips 2f and a wire group bonded 

the fourth circuits of the lower chips 7, respectively, so that 

interference by high frequencies j-i f i ■nrrufraTi , ...t^.^-. j,^^^^^^ 

between the wires bonded to the upper chips and the lower chips^ 

respectively, at a time when the respective amps (circuits) are 

in operation. 

Thus, stability in operation of the respective amps of 

the  power  amp  module   1   can  be  fe*¥^=efe^  achieved, enablingj| 

reliability of a power amp module to be enhanced in even in the 
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case of tsfeefpower amp module It for ttjjbands. 

(Embodiment 2) 

Fig. 9 is a plan view showing an example of a layout of 

amplifier circuits in a lower chip of Embodiment 2 of a power 

amp module according to the invention, and Fig. 10 is a plan 

view showing an example of a layout of amplifier circuits in 

an upper chip of Embodiment 2 of the power amp module according 

to the invention. 

The power amp module according to Embodiment 2 isj the 

same im module construction as the power amp module 1 according 

to Embodiment 1, shown in Fig. 1, except that wiring layers 2i, 

7m, for GND are provided between a first circuit and a second 

circuit in an upper chip 2j[as a first semiconductor chip and 

between first circuits and second circuits in a lower chip 7^ 

as a second semiconductor chip, respectively. 

More specifically, as shown in Fig. 10, the wiring layer 

2i for GND is formed between an amp 2c (the first circuit) in 

the initial stage, on a GSM side, and an amp 2d (the second 

circuit) in the initial stage, on a DCS side, in the upper chip 

2J* while, as shown in Fig. 9, the wiring layer 7m for GND is 

formed between an amp 7c (the first circuit) in a second stage, 

on the GSM side,  as well as an amp 7d  (the first circuit) in 
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the final stage, on the GSM side, and an amp If (the second 

circuit) in a second stage, on the DCS side, as well as an amp 

7g (the second circuit) in the final stage, on the DCS side, 

in the lower chip 7. 

Accordingly, there is oqnb up a construction where the 

wiring layer for GND is formed between the circuits whose 

frequencies differ from each other, in the respective 

semiconductor chips• 

Thus,    in    the    respective    semiconductor   chips, ao^ 

electromagnetic   shielding    effect    between   high frequency 

amplifier circuits whose frequencies differ from each other can 

be   enhanced,   thereby  enabling  mutual   interference  of high 

frequencies to  be- prevented in the  respective chips.    As a 

result, ;i^mutual electromagnetic shielding between the high 

frequency amplifier circuits can be reinforced, thereby 

preventing^occurrence of a i:iuuLlo/^such as oscillation outside 

predetermined frequency bands,  and so forth. —N 

 * —  
^Accordingly, /^reliability  of  the   power  amp  module 1 

according to Embodiment 2 can be enhanced. 

Further, as with Embodiment 1, the amp 2c in the initial 

stage, on the GSM side, that is, the first circuit of the upper 

chip 2,  is disposed in such a way as to oppose the amp 7f in 



1 

the second stage, on the DCS side, and the amp 7g in the final 

stage on the DCS side, each being the second circuit of the lower 

chip 7 ij and^f urther, the amp 2d in the initial stage, on the 

DCS side, that is, the second circuit of the upper chip 2, is 

disposed in such a way as to oppose the amp 7c in a second stage, 

on the GSM side, and the amp 7d in the final stage, on the GSM 

side, each being the first circuit of the lower chip 7|rThereby^ 

adopting a circuitry layout provontingj^the amplifier circuits 

having the same frequency frrsim boingj|disposed in such a way as 

to overlap each other between the upper and lower chips, so that 

interference by high frequencies canj^be. I'uriduij-ud haiiLJl Lo occur 

between wires bonded to the upper and lower chips, respectively. 

Thus, stability in operation of the respective amps of 

the power amp module is achieved, thereby enablingj^reliability 

of the power amp module to be further enhanced. 

In other respects,   the power amp module according to 

Embodiment 2 is the same in construction as the power amp module 

according   to   Embodiment   1,    omitti>iftg   therefore A duplicated 

description thereoJ^. 

(Embodiment 3) 

Fig. 11 is a plan view showing an example of ^jwiring 

State inj^upper and lower chips, respectively, of Embodiment 3 
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of a power amp module according to the invention. 

The power amp module according to Embodiment 3 is the 

same in iifniliil i. construction as the power amp module 1 according 

Mi 
to Embodiment 1, shown in Fig. 1, except that asrjiupper chip 2, 

serving as a first semiconductor chip, has a plurality of first 

pads 21 (first electrodes) bonded to an amp 2c in the initial 

stage, on the GSM side, serving as a first circuit, and a 

plurality of second pads 2m (second electrodes) bonded to an 

amp 2d in the initial stage, on the DCS side, serving as a second 

circuitjjwhileja lower chip 7, serving as a second semiconductor 

chip, has a plurality of first pads 7q (first electrodes) bonded 

to an amp 7c in a second stage, on the GSM side, and an amp 7d 

in the final stage, on the GSM side, each serving as the first 

circuit, and a plurality of second pads 7r (the second 

electrodes) bonded to an amp 7f in a second stage, on the DCS 

side, and an amp 7g in the final stage, on the DCS side, each 

serving as the second circuit. 

Further, a plurality of wires 5 bonded to the plurality 

of first pads 21 as well as the plurality of second pads 2m of 

the upper chip 2, respectively, are disposed so as to cross a 

pair of sides 2j, /^opposed to each other, of a top surface 2a 

of the upper chip 2,  extending in a direction intersecting a 
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direction in which the first pads 7q of the lower chip 7 are 

arranged,   respectively. 

Furthermore, a plurality of wires 5 bonded to the 

plurality of first pads 7q as well as the plurality of second 

pads 7r of the lower chip 7, respectively, are disposed so as 

to cross a pair of sides 7nj^opposed to each other of a top surface 

7a of the lower chip 7, extending in a direction intersecting 

a direction in which the first pads 21 of the upper chip 2 are 

arranged,  respectively. , 

In such a case, «r^wiring direction 8 of the plurality 

of wires 5 bonded to the plurality of first pads 21 as well as 

the plurality of second pads 2m of the upper chip 2, respectively, 

intersects a wiring direction 9 of the plurality of wires 5 i4^_i±f 

bonded to the plurality of first pads 7q as well as the plurality 

of second pads 7r of the lower chip 7, respectively, 

substantially at right angles. 

That is to say, with the power amp module according to 

Embodiment 3, in both the upper chip 2 and the lower chip 7, 

the electrodes are disposed along the two sidesiopposed to each 

other of the top surfaces 2a, 7a thereof, respectively, and in 

that case, the side of the upper chip 2 along which the electrodes 

are disposed is oriented in a direction at 90 degrees from a 
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direction of the side of the lower chip 7 along which the 

electrodes are disposed. As a result, there occurs a difference 

by 90 degrees in orientation of the respective sides of the 

semiconductor chips, crossed by the respective wires 5, between 

the upper chip 2 and the lower chip 7, resulting in a state where 

the wiring direction 8 of the upper chip 2 deviates by 90 degrees 

from the wiring direction 9 of the lower chip 7. 

As a result, the respective wires 5 bonded to the upper 

chip 2 and the lower chip 7 aasej^not overlapfB* one on top of 

the other, but are stretched in respective directions 

substantially at 90 degrees from each other, so that 

interference by high frequenciesj(CQn be roridorod hard to occur 

between the wires bonded to the upper and lower chips, 

respectively. 

Thus, stability in operation of the respective amps of 

the power amp module is achieved, thereby enabling reliability 

of the power amp module to be further enhanced. 

In other respects,   the power amp module according to 

Embodiment 3 is the same in construction as the power amp module 

according   to   Embodiment   1,    imi ill i inj   therefore duplicated 

description thereo:^. 

(Embodiment 4) 
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Fig. 12 is a sectional view showing the construction of 

a   power   amp   module an   example   of   Embodiment   4   of a 

semiconductor device according to the invention. 

A power amp module 14 according to Embodiment 4 has a 

construction in which flip bonding (also called ''flip chip 

bonding") of a lower chip 7^ that is9|a second semiconductor chip^ 

is BBSacteiover a top surface 4b of a module board 4 andifurther^ 

*^upper chip 2^that i^j^a first semiconductor chip^is disposed 

so as to overlie, in a face-up mounting state,  i ur a backside 

surface 7b of the lower chip 7. 

Accordingly, the lower chip 7 is electrically bonded to 

the module board 4 through the intermediary of bump electrodes 

13^while the upper chip 2 is electrically bonded to the module 

board 4 by wire bonding. 

Further, the upper chip 2 is fixedly attached to the 

backside surface 7b of the lower chip 7j^w444i, for^xample, an 

insulating adhesive 12 or the like. Furthermore,^ GND of the 

lower chip 7 is bonded to an external terminal 4g for GND througji 

the intermediary of the bump electrode 13^ and a via 4h^while 

GND of the upper chip 2 is bonded to the module board 4 by wire 

bonding. 

Further, • viidbir.fe^ power amp module 14,  a first wire 5a, CAA«^^ 
\ ^ J  
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electrically bonded to an amp 2c (a first circuit) in the initial 

stage of the upper chip 2, on the GSM side, is disposed opposite 

to a first wiring 4i of the module board 4, j^electr ically bonded 

to an amp If in a second stage, on the DCS side, and an amp 7g 

in the final stage on the DCS side, each bjcingj^a second circuit 

of the lower chip 7. 

4 
Meanwhile, a second wire Sbjielectrically bonded to an 

amp 2d (the second circuit) in the initial stage of the upper 

chip 2, on the DCS side, is disposed opposite to a second wiring 

4j of the module board 4, ^electrically bonded to an amp 7c in 

a second stage, on the GSM side, and an amp 7d in the final stage. 

on the GSM side, each ted=a^=fefcejyfirst circuit of the lower chip 

7. 

In otherj^wmshsl, in regions of the top surface 4b of the 

module board 4, opposite to a wire groupj^bonded to the first 

circuits of the upper chips 2, the second wiring 4 j i^bonded to 

the first circuits of the lower chips 7, respectively, is not 

disposed, but the first wiring 4i^bonded to the second circuitsj 

is disposedjwhile^in regions of the top surface 4b of the module 

board 4, opposite to a wire group bonded to the second circuits 

of the upper chips 2, respectively, the first wiring 4i|^bonded 

to the second circuits^is not disposed, but the second wiring 
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4j j^bonded to the first circuits of the lower chips 1, 

respectively,   is disposed. 

With this constitution, since amplifier circuits havina 

the   same   frequency   in   the   upper   chip   and flower chip. 

respectively, are prevented ^iriti^being disposed in such a way 

as    to overlap^i^ijft   between    wires    and   board wirings, 

interference by high frequencies between the wires and the board mce by high f 

wirings jycan bo rcndeiLbid haj-d* i,^ occur in the upper and lower 

chips, respectively. 

Accordingly, with the power amp module 14 whi^rqj^the lower 

chip 7 is installed by flip bonding, operation of the respective 

amps can be stabilized, thereby enablingj^reliability of the 

power amp module 14 to be enhanced. 

As described hereinbefore, the^invention 

f hf. \ nvi 'III m"^-,!!' -n 1 . has been specifically described with 

reference to fefe^ j^embodiments thereof, however, it is to be 

pointed out that the invention is not limited thereto, and it 

goes without saying that various changes and modifications may 

be made -inn t" h'<L?» ■ in M i L i un without departing from the spirit and 

scope of the invention. 

For example,  with Embodiments 1 to 4,  ^ho.^^ have been 

describedj^nn urn ^inhnniTin a semiconductor device isj^a power amp 



module, however, the semiconductor device may ^ae;^any module 

product othoar thotm^-fefee- power amp module^provided that the 

semiconductor device is a modulea construction   iln i i j i 

plurality of semiconductor chips are stacked and mounted over 

a top surface 4b of a module board 4|jand^in that case, the number 

of stages of the semiconductor chips as stacked is not limited 

to two stages, but may be a plurality of stages, that is, not 

less than two stages. 

An advantageous effect obtained by a representative one 

of the embodiments of the invention, j^disclosed i^Athe present 

application,  »j^briefly described as follows. 

That is, with febte^ semiconductor device ^ISI^=:^±£B SCP 

structure, by disposing the first circuit of the upper chip so 

as to oppose the second circuits of the lower chip, and further, 

by disposing the second circuit of the upper chip so as to oppose 

the first circuits of the lower chip, interference by hiah 

f requenciesj^jaa itfcndered hard to occur between the wires bonded 

to the upper and lower chips, respectively, at a time when these 

circuits having respectiye frequencies are in operation, 

thereby enabling stability in circuit operation to be achieved. 

As a result, j( reliability of the semiconductor device can be 

enhanced. 


